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Gazzotti, the Italian 
wood floor since 1910

Gazzotti is FSC (Forest Stewardship 
Council) ‘chain of custody’ certified.
This guarantees that material 
comes from sustainably managed 
forests, wherever possible.

The fire reaction class as per 
CE standard for each product 
is clearly indicated on the 
label of each pack.

All products of the Extraresistent 
collection are supplied with the 
exclusive sanitizing finish which 
is able to destroy 99,9% of most 
common types of bacteria. 
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All Gazzotti wood floors 
are certified Class E1 for 
formaldehyde emission, in 
conformity with EN 717-1 
regulations.

RW
 1

4-
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All Gazzotti products are REAL 
WOOD certified. This official 
symbol of the European 
Federation of the Parquet Industry 
is the guarantee of a real wood 
floor.

EN ISO 9001: 2008 Quality 
management certification 
that guarantees reliable 
production and attention 
to client needs.

All Gazzotti wood flooring 
respects EN 14342 wood flooring 
regulations in terms of its features, 
conformity and certification.

All Gazzotti wood flooring 
is designed, created and 
developed in Italy. It is sold on 
the market only after in-depth 
research and stringent testing. 
I tal ian style and design 
worldwide.
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Gazzotti has obtained CLASSE CI 
(100% Made in Italy) certification.
This guarantees that every phase 
of production takes place entirely 
in Italy.

The Vintage finish, thanks to its 
exclusive, scientifically-tested 
microporosity, the result of 
years of research, guarantees 
an extraordinary level of 
naturalness and durability and 
at the same time is easy to 
maintain.

Certifications

Gazzotti’s history begins in 1910 at the 
foot of basilica San Luca in Bologna. 
Since its establishment the company has 
been a reference point for quality parquet 
and has soon become the favorite supplier 
of the Royal Family.
 
100 years of experience, knowledge of 
nature and raw materials, our passion for 
beauty and design, technological and 
aesthetic innovations, combined together 
to produce beautiful, exciting wood flooring 
pleasing to the touch, environmentally 
friendly and unmistakably Italian.
 
Gazzotti wood flooring is made in Italy and 
its production is 100% inspected: each piece 
leaving the factory is checked individually 
to become an international ambassador of 
our centennial tradition of Italian style in 
quality, innovation and design.
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General characteristics

Specific characteristics of wood species

Technical information
Wood, a natural and renewable raw material

As wood is a natural material, colour and grain differences mean that no two elements are identical. Since wood is also variegated, its appearance can 
change considerably according to the visual angle. Samples and photographs are therefore intended as indications and non-binding examples only. 
On delivery, the flooring may appear very different from the samples since when it is exposed to the light, non-pigmented wood tends to become 
darker and more even in colour: this process is known as oxidation of the wood.
Any patches of colour present at the end of the oxidisation process due to the presence of rugs or other objects will tend to disappear when the 
flooring is exposed to the light.
All the types of wood used by Gazzotti are sufficiently hard to guarantee the required performance. This said, the floor can be marked by blows or 
falling objects, the application of loads concentrated on small surfaces, such as stiletto heels, ladders, etc., or small objects such as tacks or stones 
embedded in the soles of shoes. This kind of dents are not to be considered defects of the flooring, but signs of living the wood floor. All wood species 
are subject to anomalous dimensional changes if, after laying, appropriate atmospheric conditions are not maintained. Air humidity outside the 
45% - 60% range may lead to the appearance of fissures between the strips, or to swellings or micro-fractures of the wood. It is therefore indispensable 
to ensure that the right climatic conditions are maintained even in unused rooms.
 

In the case of Doussiè, when the wood comes into contact with the light, considerable colour differences may appear in elements that were originally 
identical. When laid, Teak presents veining and natural ring marks that tend to disappear on contact with the light. Certain types of wood, mainly Iroko, 
Doussiè, Wengè, may contain mineral concretions with shades that range from white to lemon yellow that tend to become more evident during 
oxidation of the wood. In certain types of wood, particularly oak and beech, some elements may have shinier streaks known as “mirroring”. Birch 
Thermic, Ash Thermic, and Quercia Thermo are made with a special thermic treatment. Heat-treated products tend to lighten when in contact 
with light.
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Gazzotti selections

Gazzotti offers 8 selections, according to the features of the wood species and of the products, all with the 
same construction quality but with different look. Every selection has been specifically invented to share 
different visual emotions for each line and to expand our range. All these selections follow the standard EN 
13489; 6 of them are a free commercial appearance classification, the other 2 comply with the appearance 
classes Ο, Δ as foreseen by the standards indicated above.

References standard
• All Gazzotti wood floors comply with the standard
 EN 14342 - Wood flooring - Characteristics, evaluation of conformity and marking
• All products in the Transit line comply with the standard
 EN 14041 - Resistant, textile and laminate floor coverings

All products in the 
Transit line comply with 

the standard

UNI-EN 14041

All Gazzotti wood 
floors comply with the 

standard

UNI-EN 14342

Product sheets

The Gazzotti product sheet is attached to the shipping documents. It is a very important document containing information on the product features, conditions of the guarantee 
validity, on the installation, the correct maintenance e preservation of the product. The product sheet, by law, must follow the product until the final customer has taken vision. The 
retailer has to take care about this, otherwise he is responsible.
 
The product sheets of all Gazzotti Wood Flooring  Collections are available also at: www.gazzotti.it/ps

Characteristics Feeling Green Emotion Family KNS KNOT

Sound sapwood not allowed slight traces slight traces slight traces allowed slight traces  
  allowed allowed allowed  allowed

Knots (sound, intergrown, unsound) allowed if sound,  allowed if sound,  allowed  allowed, if sound,  allowed, if sound,  allowed if sound  
 less or equal to 20 mm less or equal to 30 mm  less or equal to 20 mm less or equal to 20 mm less or equal to 20 mm

Yellow stain allowed allowed allowed  allowed allowed allowed

Checks allowed if blind and  allowed if blind and allowed allowed if blind and allowed if blind and allowed if blind and  
 with maximum  with maximum   with maximum  with maximum  with maximum  
 Lengths 40 mm max di 40 mm  max di 40 mm max di 40 mm max di 40 mm

Bark pockets allowed if close allowed  allowed allowed if close allowed allowed

Lightning shakes not allowed not allowed  allowed not allowed not allowed not allowed

Curly grain allowed allowed  allowed allowed allowed allowed

Slope of grain allowed allowed  allowed allowed allowed allowed

Sound heart not allowed not allowed  allowed not allowed not allowed not allowed

Colour variation 
(including blackheart, red heart, etc.) allowed allowed  allowed allowed allowed allowed 

Stick marks not allowed not allowed not allowed not allowed not allowed not allowed

Medullary ray allowed allowed  allowed allowed allowed allowed

Biodeterioration not allowed not allowed,  not allowed,  not allowed,  not allowed,  not allowed  
 except for blueing  except for blueing  except for blueing except for blueing  except for blueing  except for blueing

Non-visible parts All features premitted without any limitation as to size or quantity if these do not impair the strength or wearing quality of the parquet flooring

KING: It is characterized by mixed veining with both straight and wavy grain that allows an eye-catching natural play of colours. Depending on the wood species, it may be 
split into several different shades in order to provide the currently-favored natural look, whilst guaranteeing a harmonious arrangement of colour. According to the natural 
characteristics of the wood species, there may be a limited number of small knots, but in any event standards are respected. (Reference standard Ο).

COMMERCIALE: This grade produces a floor with a genuine, natural and extremely eye-catching appearance as a result of the strong contrasts of colour. Knots, mineral strains, 
traces of sap and small splits may be present according to the natural characteristics of the wood species. (Reference standard Δ).



NATURAL 
CONTACT

Vintage 
Oak Toronto, Emotion



Vintage Doga 10 
Oak Boston, Emotion
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Vintage is the wood flooring that has revolutionised the 
way we understand and experience our home. The result 
of years of research, its exclusive, scientifically tested, 
microporous finish gives it an extraordinarily natural 
feel, and offers the sensation of always being in contact 
with the wood.

The finish is highly durable, and maintenance is easy
and effective.

With a wide range of formats, now enriched by Doga 10 
and XX Large Maxi, and the sensation of always being 
in contact with the raw material, you can furnish your 
home with the utmost respect for tradition, with an eye 
for detail, and with the peace of mind provided by 
Italian manufacturing.

Thanks to its environmentally friendly characteristics, 
Vintage is suitable for use in sustainable architecture.

My Vintage offers an infinite array of solutions, with
customised laying patterns.

Vintage Plancia 10
Oak Eco, Emotion

Vintage Tavola 10
Oak Sand Eco, Emotion

Vintage Plancia 10
Oak Chablis Eco, Emotion

NATURAL 
CONTACT
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Vintage 
Oak EcoNat, Emotion

Vintage XX Large
National Walnut, Emotion

Vintage Plancia 10
Oak Philadelphia, Emotion
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Vintage Plancia 10
Oak Nuance, Feeling

My Vintage Plancia 10 Lab
Oak London, Emotion

Vintage XX Large 
Teak Asia, Feeling
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Large 10 Brushed
Thickness 10 mm
Width 80->90 mm
Length 600->900 mm

10 Brushed
Thickness 10 mm
Width 65->72 mm
Length 400->600 mm

X Large 14 Brushed
Thickness 14mm
Width 110->120 mm
Length 800->1400 mm

10 Smooth
Thickness 10 mm
Width 65->72 mm
Length 400->600 mm

- Matching accessories: skirting boards, stair profiles 
and thresholds.

- The nominal thickness of the top layer is 4 mm for all 
formats.

-  The material is supplied in assorted lengths, depending on 
availability. Up to 5% may be in lengths shorter than those 
stated above, to be cut to fill gaps between the laid parquet 
and the wall. Orders of single lengths are subject to a 10% 
increase in the price listed.

My Vintage: offers an infinite number of ways for laying your floor, for highly personalised and creative designs.

- Always check that the Green selections are available to 
order.

- My Vintage: the minimum quantity per type is 40 m2. 
Delivery times: within 30 working days.

- My Vintage Hungarian Herringbone has a tongue and 
groove joint on the two longer sides and a double groove 
joint on the heads. Slip tongues are included.

- All products are intended to be glued.

The eco-friendly wood flooring

Engineered flooring with microporous 
oil-effect finish.

To avoid incorrect maintenance, each delivery comes 
with a Gazzotti Make Up pack.Maintenance carried 
out with other products can cause potentially 
irreparable damage to the finish of Vintage parquet.

Squares

Dimensions (mm)
10: 10x72x504/576
Large 10: 10x90x720/810/900

Italian Herringbone 

Dimensions (mm)
10: 10x72x400->600
Large 10: 10x90x600->900
Artistick: 10x55x750->950

French Herringbone 

Dimensions (mm)
10: 10x72x400->600
Large 10: 10x90x600->900

Artistick *

Dimensions (mm)
Artistick: 10x55x750->950
*available only in Oak and Teak products

 Colour Selection      

Oak Feeling     4D80T  4E80T  4H80T   4F80T  
 Green    4E806  4H806   4F806

Oak Dream Feeling   4E86T  4H86T   4F86T

Oak Sand Feeling     4D82T  4E82T   4H82T   4F82T  
 Green   4E826  4H826   4F826

Doussiè Feeling     4D24T  4E24T  4H24T   4F24T  
 Green   4E246  4H246   4F246

Ash Thermic Feeling     4D3FT  4E3FT  

Iroko Feeling     4D40T  4E40T  4H40T   
 Green   4E406  4H406 

Teak Asia Feeling     4D96T 4E96T  4H96T   4F96T  
 Green  4E966  4H966   4F966

Wengè Feeling  4E98T  4H98T   4F98T
 
Wom Effect 

Oak Boston Feeling  4E9BT  

Oak London Feeling  4E9LT  

Oak Toronto Feeling  4E9TT  
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Oak London Oak Toronto

Oak Dream Oak Sand

Ash ThermicDoussiè

Wengè

Iroko

Oak Boston

Teak Asia

Oak
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Trio 10 
Thickness 10 mm
Width 80->100, 140->155 
170->180 mm
Length 1500->2200 mm
Brushed

Tavola 10 
Thickness 10 mm
Width 170->180 mm
Length 1700->2200 mm
Brushed

XX Large* 
Thickness 15 mm
Width 180->195 mm
Length 1500->2300 mm
Brushed

Plancia 10
Thickness 10 mm
Width 140->155 mm
Length 1500->1900 mm
Brushed

Doga 10
Thickness 10 mm
Width 140 mm
Length 800->1500 mm
Brushed

- Matching accessories: skirting boards, stair profiles 
and thresholds.

- The nominal thickness of the top layer is 4 mm for Doga 10 
and XXLarge (3 mm for Plancia 10, Tavola 10, Trio 10).

-  All formats are bevelled on all four sides. - My Vintage 
Plancia 10 Hungarian Herringbone is bevelled on the two 
longer sides and has a double groove joint on the heads.

-  The material is supplied in assorted lengths, depending on 
availability. Up to 5% may be in lengths shorter than those 
stated above, to be cut to fill gaps between the laid parquet 
and the wall. Orders of single lengths are subject to a 10% 
increase in the price listed.

-  Trio 10: minimum order 70 m2, delivery within 30 
working days. The widths are supplied in the required 
quantity for laying with alternating widths. 

-    Any top-up orders may cause differences in colour, so we 
ask that 
you send us a sample of the original batch. The extra wood 
will be supplied.

- Always check that the Green selections are available to 
order.

- National Walnut and National Walnut Nat (Italian Walnut 
- Juglans Regia) products are not brushed. Dimensions: 
15x200x1500->2300 mm.

- EcoNat products are treated with a durable and completely 
natural finish that does not alter the colour of the wood. The 
surface feels rougher as a result, as if newly sawn.

- My Vintage: the minimum quantity per type is 40 m2. Delivery 
times: within 30 working days.

-  All products can either be glued or laid floating (except 
     for Doga 10 and My Vintage, which must be glued down).

The eco-friendly 
wood flooring

Engineered flooring with microporous 
oil-effect finish.

To avoid incorrect maintenance, each delivery comes 
with a Gazzotti Make Up pack.
Maintenance carried out with other products can 
cause potentially irreparable damage to the finish of 
Vintage parquet.

*also available as XXL Maxi version, thickness 21mm (6+15) on Oak base and in selection Emotion. Gross list price + 10 €. 

 My Vintage: offers an infinite number of ways for laying your floor, for highly personalised and creative designs.

Plancia 10 lab
ship-deck/Squares
Dimensions (mm)
10x155x465

Italian Herringbone

Dimensions (mm)
Plancia 10 lab : 10x155x465

French Herringbone

Dimensions (mm)
Plancia 10 : 10x155x800->900

Colour Selections           

Oak EcoNat Emotion             5E9ET                             4I9ET                          5I9ET                    5T9ET                4G9E6

Oak Feeling                                 4I80T                          5I80T                    5T80T                4G80T  
 Green                                 4I806                          5I806                 4G806

Oak Eco Emotion             5E9HT                            4I9HT                          5I9HT                    5T9HT                4G9H6

Oak Armagnac Maison Emotion             5E8TT                            4I8TT                          5I8TT                    5T8TT                4G8T6

Oak Barrique Maison Emotion             5E8UT                            4I8UT                          5I8UT                    5T8UT                4G8U6

Oak Chablis Feeling                                 4I7CT                          5I7CT                    5T7CT                4G7C6

Oak Chablis Eco Emotion             5E9IT                             4I9IT                          5I9IT                    5T9IT                4G9I6

Oak Dream Feeling                                4I86T                          5I86T                    5T86T                4G86T

Oak Grace                                          Feeling                                                       4I87T                                 5I87T                                5T87T                                  4G87T

Oak Havana Feeling                                4I8VT                          5I8VT                    5T8VT                4G8VT

Oak Nuance Feeling                                4I7BT                          5I7BT                    5T7BT                4G7BT

Oak Philadelphia Emotion             5E9P6                            4I9P6                          5I9PT                    5T9PT                4G9P6

Oak Sand Feeling                                4I82T                          5I82T                    5T82T                4G82T  
 Green                                4I826                          5I826                 4G826

Oak Sand Eco Emotion             5E9ST                            4I9ST                          5I9ST                   5T9ST                4G9S6

Quercia Reserve                             Emotion             5E8PT                            4I8PT                                 5I8PT                                5T8PT                                   4G8P6 

Ash Thermic                Feeling                    4G3FT

National Walnut  Emotion                   4G606

National Walnut Nat Emotion                   4G6E6

Teak Asia Feeling                   4G96T  
 Green                   4G966

  Worn Effect                             
 
Oak Boston Emotion             5E9BT                            4I9BT                          5I9BT                    5T9BT                4G9B6

Oak Cordoba Emotion             5E9CT                            4I9CT                          5I9CT                    5T9CT                4G9C6

Oak London Emotion             5E9LT                             4I9LT                          5I9LT                    5T9LT                4G9L6

Oak Toronto Emotion             5E9TT                            4I9TT                          5I9TT                    5T9TT                4G9T6 



XX Large* 
Thickness 15 mm
Width 180->195 mm
Length 1500->2300 mm
Brushed

Oak

Oak Chablis

Oak London

Oak Philadelphia

Oak Grace 

Quercia Reserve 

Teak Asia

Oak Barrique Maison

Oak Cordoba 

Oak Dream

Oak Nuance 

National Walnut Nat  

Oak Sand Eco

Oak EcoNat

Oak Toronto

Oak Sand

National Walnut Oak Boston

Oak Armagnac Maison 

Oak Chablis Eco

Oak Havana 

Ash Thermic



Trebbo 
Oak Dresda Antique

MATERIAL 
ELEGANCE
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My Trebbo 10
Italian herringbone
Oak Marsiglia Antique

Trebbo Tavola 10
Oak Valencia Serrated

MATERIAL 
ELEGANCE

The Trebbo range of parquet floors brings together material 
and style. They draw inspiration from the past and from our 
deep knowledge of wood, and provide unique furnishing 
and design features. This range consists of the new products 
Gazzotti creates at its workshop in Trebbo.

Trebbo is the name of the small town where the factory that 
produces Gazzotti parquet is based, the birthplace of our 
most prestigious products, and a place where technological 
development creates increasingly characteristic items that 
offer something unique. 

Warmth, family and home: in this range Gazzotti has taken old 
wooden floors and redesigned them in a modern yet elegant 
style. The My Trebbo range is particularly suitable for bringing 
classic laying patterns up to date. 

The numerous effects caused by the way the wood is 
processed and the natural finishes reveal the most authentic, 
tangible aspect of the wood, the only raw material that is 
environmentally friendly, always restorable, and always capable 
of recounting the history of the world. 

Four formats and two thicknesses are available, offering a 
return to tradition and the allure of ancient woodworking 
processes. It is suitable for any renovation project, thanks to 
its 1 cm thickness, with an attention to detail typical of 100% 
Italian manufacturing. 

The Trebbo range is divided up into three families, all designed 
and produced to recreate the satisfaction one experiences with 
old wooden floors. 
As the highly unusual processing techniques and finishes 
produce unique, individual products, the reference samples only 
provide a general indication.

Serrated: processing marks left on the raw material recall old, 
handcrafted woodworking, and here they are recreated for a 
stylish parquet floor with a pronounced design. 

Antique: the highly natural look of the raw material and the 
effects of time provide the sensation of an antique product, in 
highly stylish colours. 

Native: the art of dyeing was already in full swing 2000 years ago. 
There were no artificial dyes; instead plant dyes were used, or 
treatments which naturally altered the colour of the wood. Each 
plank, and every small section of timber, responds differently to 
the treatments, so the differences in colour between the planks 
are intentional, a sign of the finishing procedure used.

Thanks to the peculiarity of both working processes and 
finishing, the final result is unique and unrepeatable. 
Therefore, the relevant samples are exclusively approximate.

 



Trebbo XX Large
Oak London Serrated

Trebbo Tavola 10
Oak Venezia Native
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Trebbo 
Oak Econat Antique
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Trebbo Tavola 10
Oak Toronto Antique

Trebbo Plancia 10
Oak Boston Antique

Trebbo Plancia 10
Oak Firenze Native
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Plancia 10 Brushed
Thickness 10 mm
Width 140->155 mm
Length 1500->1900 mm

Tavola 10 Brushed
Thickness 10 mm
Width 170->180 mm
Length 1700->2200 mm

XX Large Brushed
Thickness 15 mm
Width 180->195 mm
Length 1500->2300 mm

10 Brushed
Thickness 10 mm
Width 65->72mm
Length 400->600 mm

My Trebbo: offers an infinite number of ways for laying your floor, for highly personalized and creative designs.

-    Matching accessories: skirting boards, stair profiles 
and thresholds. The skirts are matched only by colour.

- Top layer’s thickness is 4 mm for 10 and XX Large, 3 mm 
form Plancia 10, Tavola 10

- All formats are bevelled on all four sides, except the 10. My 
Trebbo Plancia 10 Hungarian Herringbone is bevelled on the 
two longer sides and has a double groove joint on the heads.

-  The material is supplied in assorted lengths, depending on 
availability. Up to 5% may be in lengths shorter than those 
stated above, to be cut to fill gaps between the laid parquet 
and the wall. Orders of single lengths are subject to a 10% 
increase in the price listed.

- All products in the Trebbo range are delivered within 30 
working days.

-  All Native products are made following ancient traditional 
methods, with the colour tone of the wood obtained 
without using coloured pigments. As a result, since wood 
is a natural material, it produces different colour effects 
in response to the treatment, and therefore there may be 
variations in colour between planks or batches. Any colour 
variation, even if pronounced, therefore is intended 
to highlight the high quality of the finish, and should 
be considered an essential feature of the product.

-    My Trebbo herringbone: the minimum quantity per type is 
40 m2. Delivery times: within 30 working days.

-  All products can either be glued or laid floating (except 
Trebbo 10 and My Trebbo, which must be glued).

Tradition and Innovation

Enginereed flooring which enhance the 
texture of wood through special carvings and 
processes

To avoid incorrect maintenance, each delivery 
comes with a Gazzotti Make Up pack. Maintenance 
carried out with other products can cause potentially 
irreparable damage to the finish of Trebbo parquet.

French Herringbone

Dimensions (mm)
Plancia 10: 10x155x800/900 

Italian Herringbone

Dimensions (mm)
10: 10x72x400/600

Colour Selections    

SERRATED - Brushed finishing with saw cuttings

Oak EcoNat S Emotion  4I9ES 5I9ES  4G9ES 

Oak Boston S Emotion   4E9BS  4I9BS 5I9BS  4G9BS 

Oak London S Emotion   4E9LS  4I9LS 5I9LS  4G9LS 

Oak Toronto S Emotion   4E9TS  4I9TS 5I9TS  4G9TS 

Oak Dresda S Emotion  4I9QS 5I9QS 4G9QS

Oak Valencia S Emotion  4I9VS 5I9VS 4G9VS

ANTIQUE - Brushed finishing with imperfections and furrows which remind the effects of time

Oak EcoNat V Emotion  4I9EV  5I9EV   4G9EV  

Oak Boston V Emotion 4E9BV 4I9BV  5I9BV   4G9BV  

Oak London V Emotion 4E9LV  4I9LV 5I9LV   4G9LV 

Oak Toronto V Emotion 4E9TV  4I9TV  5I9TV   4G9TV  

Oak Dresda V Emotion  4I9QV 5I9QV  4G9QV 

Oak Valencia V Emotion  4I9VV 5I9VV  4G9VV 

Oak Marsiglia V Emotion 4E9GV 4I9GV 5I9GV  4G9GV 

NATIVE - Brushed finishing with traditional processes to finish colours

Oak Dresda N Emotion  4I9QN 5I9QN 4G9QN

Oak Valencia N Emotion  4I9VN 5I9VN 4G9VN 

Oak Venezia N Emotion  4I9UN 5I9UN 4G9UN

Oak Firenze N Emotion  4I9FN 5I9FN 4G9FN
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Oak Boston Antique

Oak Valencia Antique

Oak Toronto Antique

Oak Dresda Native

Oak Venezia Native

Oak London Antique

Oak Marsiglia Antique

Oak Dresda Antique

Oak EcoNat Antique

Oak Valencia Native

Oak EcoNat Serrated

Oak Dresda Serrated

Oak London Serrated

Oak Boston Serrated

Oak Valencia Serrated

Oak Toronto Serrated

Oak Firenze Native
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ABSOLUTE
DETAIL

Life
Quercia Sisley
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ABSOLUTE
DETAIL

Life
Quercia Renoir

Life
Quercia  Monet

Life is the Gazzotti range for those who want a prestigious 
floor, with a very high care of the detail and with an 
extremely natural appearance.

Life highlights all the original characteristics of the raw 
material, allowing you to fully experience the naturalness 
of the wood. 

Life floors are valued for the appearance of the wood, but 
also for their attention to detail, which creates a highly 
captivating floor for noteworthy, elegant rooms.

 

French Oak
Life is a 3-ply parquet made of French oak, a unique species 
of wood due to the definition of the raw material and its 
particularly effective reaction to colour treatments.

Knots and fissures
Life tells us the wood’s story through knots, including some 
large in size, and fissures, two features normally seen in the 
wild that increase the product’s naturalness.

Hand planing
Life floors are gently planed, following traditional methods. 
Because it is carried out by hand, the planing highlights 
the knots, accentuating the product’s extremely natural 
appearance.

Bevel dented by hand
Life’s prestigious format is reinforced by the bevelling on all 
four sides, made wonderfully irregular through denting.
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Life
Quercia Degas

Grande Planche 

Hand planed
Thickness 15mm
Width 260 mm
Length 2200->2400 mm

Planche

Hand planed
Thickness 15 mm
Width 190 mm
Length 1800->2000 mm

-    Matching accessories: skirting boards, stair profiles 
and thresholds.

- Life has a three-layer structure with top layer and counter 
balancing in 4 mm French oak.

- The material is supplied in assorted lengths, depending 
on availability. Up to 5% may be in lengths shorter than 
those stated above, to be cut to fill gaps between the laid 
parquet and the wall.

- Certain products are dyed appropriately on the upper 
surface. Different grains absorb varying levels of the dye, 
creating a varied appearance. These clear contrasts create 
a product with unique features. The person laying the 

The exclusive wood flooring
Engineered flooring for fully glued down or 
floating installation, planed and dented bevel.

floor should bear this in mind, ensuring the best possible 
distribution of the strips for the optimum aesthetic result.

- The finish is obtained through a special treatment that in 
no way affects the naturalness of the product.

- The product includes knots and fissures, some of 
which are large, either filled flush to the surface or 
slightly underfilled.

- All products are planed by hand and give suitable 
emphasis to the knot’s significance: the lack of aesthetic 
homogeneity is one of the product’s specific features. 
Manual planing helps bring out the knot.

- All the products are bevelled: the bevel is dented by 
hand following ancient traditions.

- The product can be supplied in two widths, for laying 
patterns with two widths.

To avoid incorrect maintenance, each delivery 
comes with a Gazzotti Make Up pack. Maintenance 
carried out with other products can cause 
potentially irreparable damage to the finish of Life 
parquet.

Colour Selections          

Quercia Cézanne Emotion    609N6   619N6

Quercia Degas Emotion    609D6   619D6

Quercia Monet Emotion    609M6   619M6

Quercia Pissarro Emotion                                                                                         609W6   619W6 

Quercia Renoir Emotion    609R6   619R6

Quercia Sisley                                  Emotion    609Y6   619Y6
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Quercia Degas

Quercia Monet

Quercia Renoir

Quercia Cèzanne

Quercia Pissarro

Quercia Sisley



VERSATILE
QUALITY

Smile X Large 10 
Oak Sbiancato, KNS
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VERSATILE
QUALITY

Smile is a range dedicated to those who want high-quality 
floors (with highly durable finishes and brushing) at an 
affordable price. 

Cutting-edge finishes, stylish colours and versatile 
dimensions allow you to enjoy your home with a smile.

Gazzotti Smile is a complete range that includes the best-
loved species of wood, like doussié and iroko in 10 format, 
and oak, both natural and in many colours, in the other 
formats.

The Quercia Thermo (Thermal Oak) version is a unique 
product resulting from the heat treatment given to the 
raw material. The timber appears naturally aged as a 
result. All the XX Large products contain knots, including 
some large in size, enhancing the natural and tangible 
appearance of the wood in its large size format.

Smile XXL
Oak Natural, KNOT

Smile XXL
Oak Conchiglia, KNOT

Smile X Large 10
Quercia Thermo, KNS
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X Large 10 brushed

Thickness 10 mm

Width 110->120 mm

Length 1000->1400 mm

XX Large brushed

Thickness 15 mm

Width 170 ->180 mm

Length 1500->2000 mm

10 Smooth

Thickness 10 mm

Width 65->72 mm

Length 400->600 mm

- Matching accessories: skirting boards, stair 
profiles and thresholds.

- Quercia Thermo undergoes a special heat treatment 
to obtain a wonderfully natural play of colours. A range 
of hues, sometimes very distinct, can occur – this 
is a special feature of the product. Heat-treated 
products tend to become lighter in colour over time.

- The nominal thickness of the top layer is 4 mm for 
all formats (XXLarge 3 mm).

Free your desire for wood floors
Engineered wood flooring with high
resistance varnish to be glued down.

- The KNOT selection features filled knots, some large 
in size. The filling is most clearly visible in the light 
coloured finishes or in Natural Oak.

- The material is supplied in assorted lengths, secondo 
disponibilità. Una percentuale del 10% è ammessa con 
lunghezze inferiori anche a quelle sopra indicate, da 
utilizzare per le tagliate. Eventuali richieste di lunghezza 
unica comportano una maggiorazione del Price List del 
10%.

- All Smile X Large 10 floors are FSC certified.
- All Smile products must be glued, except for the XX 

Large format, which can also be laid as a floating floor.
- The XX Large products are micro-bevelled on all four 

sides to highlight the format.
-    Fire reaction: all products in the X Large 10 range – 

with the exception of Quercia Thermo – have Cfl-s1 
classification as for their reaction to fire, if laid on 
incombustible foundations.

Smile X Large 10
Oak Anticato, KNS

Colour Selections      

Oak Naturale KNS     4A806     40806   
 KNOT                                                               50SN6

Oak Anticato KNS      40816 

Oak Canapa KNOT                                                               50SL6

Oak Conchiglia KNOT                                                               50SU6

Oak Decapato KNS      40DE6

Oak Deserto KNOT                                                               50SB6

Oak Etna KNOT                                                               50SP6

Oak Fumo KNOT                                                               50SS6

Oak Greige KNS      40GR6 

Oak Lava KNOT                                                               50SQ6

Oak Miele KNOT                                                               50SH6

Oak Sbiancato KNS      408Q6 

Oak Vaniglia KNOT                                                               50SC6

Quercia Thermo KNS      40TH6 

Doussiè KNS     4A246  

Iroko KNS     4A406  



Doussiè Iroko

Oak Greige

Oak Fumo

Oak Natural

Oak Natural

Oak Natural Oak Canapa 

Oak Anticato 

Oak Conchiglia 

Oak Decapato

Oak Deserto 

Oak Vaniglia

Oak Miele 

Quercia ThermoOak Sbiancato

Oak Etna

Oak Lava 

10 SMOOTH

X LARGE 10 BRUSHED

XX LARGE BRUSHED
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Oak
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Doussiè

Oak Botte

Oak Neve

Ash Thermic Iroko

Birch Thermic

Hard Maple

Teak Asia

X Large Smooth

Thickness 14 mm

Width 110->120 mm

Length 800->1400 mm

Large 10 Smooth

Thickness 10 mm

Width 80->90 mm

Length 600->900 mm

Plancia 10 Brushed

Thickness 10 mm

Width 140->155 mm

Length 1500->1900 mm

10 Smooth

Thickness 10 mm

Width 65->72 mm

Length 400->600 mm

- All products in the Extraresistent collection are supplied with an exclusive sanitising finish as 
standard.

- The nominal thickness of the top layer is 4 mm for all formats, apart from the Plancia 10 
format, for which the nominal thickness of the hardwood is 3 mm.

- All Plancia 10 products are microbevelled on all four sides to highlight the prestige of the 
format.

- The material is supplied in assorted lengths, depending on availability. Up to 5% may be in 

lengths of less than those stated above, to be cut to fill gaps between the laid parquet and 

Sanitising finish
Engineered flooring to be glued down, 
pre-finished with Extraresistent finish.

the wall. Orders of strips of equal length are subject to a 10% increase in the price listed.
- All products in the Extraresistent 10, Large 10 and X Large ranges – with the 

exception of Birch Thermic and Ash Thermic – have Bfl-s1 or Cfl-s1 (EN 14342 
standard) fire resistance classification if laid on incombustible foundations with 
Gazzotti EG ECO adhesive. This must be specifically requested when ordering.

-    Always check that the Commerciale selection is available to order.

Beech Teak Asia

Colour Selections       

Oak King      4480I      4P80I     4X80I   
 Family        49806  
 Commerciale      44809      4P809     4X809

Oak Botte Family        49706

Oak Neve Family        49716

Hard Maple  King      4504I

Birch Thermic King      44B2I   

Doussiè King      4424I      4P24I     4X24I   
 Commerciale      44249      4P249     4X249

Beech                                                King      4530I

Ash Thermic King      443FI      4X3FI   
 Commerciale      443F9      4X3F9  

Iroko King      4440I      4P40I    
 Commerciale      44409      4P409     4X409 

Teak Asia King      4496I      4P96I     4X96I   
 Commerciale      44969      4P969     4X969
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X Large Brushed

Thickness 14 mm

Width 110->120 mm

Length 800->1400 mm

- Matching accessories: skirting boards, stair profiles and thresholds.
- The material is supplied in assorted lengths, depending on availability. Up to 5% may be in 

lengths of less than those stated above, to be cut to fill gaps between the laid parquet and 
the wall. Orders of strips of equal length are subject to a 10% increase in the price listed.

- All products, except for Oak, are appropriately stained on the upper surface. Different grains 
absorb varying levels of the dye, creating a varied appearance. These contrasts create a 

Oak

Oak Glitter 

Oak Night 

Oak White 

The aggressive wood flooring

Engineered flooring to be glued down. 
Brushed and varnished.

product with unique features. The person laying the floor should bear this in mind, ensuring 
the best possible distribution of the strips for the optimum aesthetic result.

-  Glitter and Night are high gloss finishes.

Fashion
Oak Glitter

Colour Selections   

Oak Feeling 4Y8BT

Oak Glitter Feeling 4Y7GT

Oak Night Feeling 4Y7UT

Oak White Feeling 4Y8WT
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Glues

Buying a wooden floor is often a significant investment. For this reason, Gazzotti has created a new range of completely unique maintenance and restoration 
products to help your floor last as long as possible. In particular, after a lot of research, two completely eco-friendly products have been produced to remove 
small scratches and scrapes, on both coloured and natural wood. A complete system designed especially by wood flooring specialists. 

In order to preserve any wood 
flooring’s original natural beauty, 
maintenance is a key element.  
Wood flooring has a very long life, 
thanks to the unbeatable properties 

of a raw material like wood. Thus, only 
some specific polish and conservation 

activities are strictly necessary: easy and quick 
operations that will let you enjoy your parquet for 
life. Gazzotti provides its customers with specific 
products in order to preserve, maintain and possibly 
give their parquet their light back. 

*Using other maintenance products can cause 
potentially irreparable damage to the wood 
floor.

Maintenance and Cleaning products: keep your floor beautiful and natural forever!

CLEANING 
Ordinary 
Maintenance
This is a cleaner for all 
Gazzotti surfaces which, 
as well as removing dirt 
effectively, prevents 
mould, bacteria and 
pathogens from forming, 
leaving a pleasant aroma 
in the air. Pack of two 500 
ml bottles.

ANTI AGE 
Extraordinary 
Maintenance
This is an emulsion made 
of natural waxes and oils. 
It restores the protective 
layer and lessens the 
effect of scratches 
and surface wear. For 
all Gazzotti finishes, 
and specifically for the 
Vintage, My Vintage and 
Life collections. Pack of 
two 500 ml bottles.

OIL REPAIR 
Extraordinary 
Maintenance
Made from natural oils, 
this product removes 
small scratches and 
deeper scrapes, taking 
advantage of the 
microporosity of our 
finishes. Designed 
specifically for the 
Vintage, My Vintage and 
Life collections. Pack 
contains one 100 ml 
bottle.

COLOR REPAIR 
Extraordinary 
Maintenance
A product made from 
natural oils with the 
same colour as the 
floor. For touching up 
small areas of coloured 
floors. Designed 
specifically for the 
Vintage, My Vintage 
and Life collections. 
Pack contains one 100 
ml bottle.

PARQUET LIGHT 
PLUS
Extraordinary 
Maintenance
It’s an brightening 
water wax for the 
specific maintenance 
of varnished floors, 
particularly for 
Extraresistent and 
Fashion products.

GAZZOTTI MAKE 
UP
Kit comprising one 
500 ml bottle of 
Cleaning, one 500 
ml bottle of Anti 
Age and one 100 ml 
bottle of Oil Repair.

EG ECO 
Single component
polyurethane adhesive 
Ready to use, flexible,
solvent-free, low volatile
organic compound
emissions, for all types
of foundations and
parquet.

15 kg pack - A4000

EG ONE
Single component
polyurethane adhesive
Solvent-free, low volatile
organic compound
emissions, for all types of
foundations and 
specifically for pre-
finished multi-layer 
parquet.
15 kg pack - A4002

EG DUE
Two-component
epoxy-polyurethane
adhesive
Odourless, solvent- and
water-free, for all types
of non-absorbent 
foundations and parquet.

9 +1 kg pack - A500A 
                          A500B
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75

11
00

35

Skirtingboards (minimum quantity per pack 10 m)

Profiles

50

10

45

14

70

10

100

10

35

11
00

Fashion
Thickness 14 mm Solid 
 Height 45 mm

Oak 

Oak Glitter 

Oak Night 

Oak White 

Square stair profiles
 10x75x1100 mm 14x75x1100 mm 15x75x1100 mm

Extraresistent    
Smile natural

Extraresistent and Smile                 
stained, Vintage, Fashion 

Life, Trebbo,    
Teak, Wengè 

Soglie di raccordo
 10x35x1100 mm 14x35x1100 mm 15x35x1100 mm

Extraresistent    
Smile natural

Extraresistent    
and Smile stained,    
Vintage, Fashion

Life,Trebbo,     
Teak, Wengè

Extraresistent and Smile
Thickness 10 mm Veneer 
 Height 70 mm

Matched 

Teak Asia 

Vintage/Trebbo°
Thickness 10 mm Veneer* Veneer 
 Height 50 mm Height 70 mm

Matched  

Teak Asia / Wenge  

°matched only by colour 
*avalaible only in Oak or coloured Oak

Life
 Solid Veneer 
 Height 45 Height 100 
 Thickness 14 mm Thickness 10 mm

Matched  

Matching colour  

White-lacquered
Thickness 10 mm Veneer Veneer 
 Height 50 mm Height 70 mm

White-lacquered  

White-lacquered RAL 9010  

White-lacquered RAL 9016  
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- During assembly, follow the instructions on the product information sheet 
carefully.

- The slats must be laid floating at intervals no greater than 300 mm.
- Unfinished Free Time floors must be treated with Sundeck Oil at the time 

of laying to offer suitable protection to the wood, and then whenever 

Outdoor wood deckings

Solid outdoor wood floors.

necessary, to give the wood a new lease of life or further protection (quantity 
needed: approx. 1 l for 15 m2).

- Over time, outdoor flooring tends to become grey, and small fissures and natural 
movements may occur.

Unfinished Oiled

Accessories

PLANKS TEAK THERMIC                                                                                                                                                                                           FB912                            
Wood from certified forests  
For laying on floating support profiles with retractable clips or visible screws.   
Lateral symmetric milling, one riffled and one smooth face.  
Dimensions: Thickness 19 mm -Width 90 mm - Length 1200/2100 mm 

PLANKS TEAK ASIA                                                                                                                                                                                                    FB960                     FL960       
For laying on  floating support profiles with retractable clips or visible screws.  
Lateral symmetric milling, tongue and grove joint on short ends, one riffled and one smooth face.  
Dimensions: Thickness 19 mm - Width 90 mm - Length 1050/2400 mm 

    
   
 

SUPPORT PROFILES - EXOTIC WOOD                                                                                                                                                                   FD001             
Dimensions: Thickness 20 mm - Width 40 mm - Length 900/2000 mm    
Recommended quantity: 3 m/m2 

SUPPORT PROFILES - EXOTIC WOOD                                                                                                                                                                   FD002             
Dimensions: Thickness 20 mm - Width 70 mm - Length 900/2000 mm    
Recommended quantity: 3 m/m2 

SUPPORT PROFILES - LARCH                                                                                                                                                                                  FD470  
Four-side impregnation                                                      
Dimensions: Thickness 42 mm - Width 45 mm - Length 900/2000 mm   
Recommended quantity: 3 m/m2 

RETRACTABLE CLIPS                                                                                                                                                                                                            FG002  
Recommended quantity: 35 pc./m2 

STAINLESS SCREWS FOR FIXING RETRACTABLE CLIPS                                                                                                                                         FV000  
(1000 screws per pack)

SUNDECK OIL                                                                                                                                                                                                              FO000     
Oil for protection and maintenance of Free Time floors (bucket of 5 litres)   

Colour                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      €/m2                         €/m2 

 

PLANKS ANGELIM AMARGOSO                                                                                                                                                                                     FA130                     FI130                
For laying on floating support profiles with visible screws.  
Lateral symmetric milling, one riffled and one smooth face.                                                                                                           
Dimensions: Thickness 19 mm - Width 90 mm - Length 1800 mm 

PLANKS IPE’                                                                                                                                                                                                                             FB383                     FL383 
For laying on floating support profiles with retractable clips or visible screws.  
Lateral symmetric milling, tongue and grove joint on short ends, one riffled and one smooth face.  
Dimensions: Thickness 19 mm - Width 90 mm - Length 1500 mm 

PLANKS IPE’                                                                                                                                                                                                                             FB384                     FL384 
For laying on floating support profiles with retractable clips.  
Lateral symmetric milling, tongue and grove joint on short ends, one riffled and one smooth face.  
Dimensions: Thickness 24 mm - Width 140 mm - Length 1500 mm

PLANKS IPE’                                                                                                                                                                                                                             FB385                     FL385 
For laying on floating support profiles with retractable clips.  
Lateral concealed milling, tongue and grove joint on short ends, smooth upper face.  
Dimensions: Thickness 24 mm - Width 134 mm - Length 1500 mm 
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Free Time
Planks Teak Asia

Free Time
Planks Angelim Amargoso

Free Time
Planks Ipè, Lateral concealed milling

Free Time
Planks Ipè

Free Time
Planks Teak Thermic

Oiled
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3Strips AC3
Thickness 7 mm
Width 193 mm
Length 1282 mm

Plancia AC4
Thickness 8 mm
Width 193 mm
Length 1282 mm

Maxi AC4
Thickness 8 mm
Width 243 mm
Length 2200 mm

23 3223 31 23 32

- All Transit floors are anti-static.
- All Transit floors have Cfl-s1 fire resistance 

classification.
- All floors in the Maxi range and the Oak Gobi in the 

Plancia range are bevelled on all four sides.
- The Oak Gibson and Oak Gobi floors from the Plancia range 

Laminate flooring

Laminate flooring with waterproof HDF
support glueless floating installation.

Stand High-resistance aluminium accessories Other accessories

and Oak Colorado from the Maxi range have a natural oil 
effect finish.

- All products in the Plancia (except for the Walnut Atacama) 
and Maxi ranges are brushed: brushing is made using 
exclusive three-dimensional technology for perfect 
integration of design and structure.

3D TRUE
WOOD EFFECT

BRUSHED BRUSHED

BEVELLED

Skirting boards (*)
Size: 58x19x2200 mm 

Underlayer
Closed-cell polythylene foam
Thickness 3 mm
Packs:
m 175x1.5 (262.5 m2) 
m 15x1.5 (22.5 m2)

Expo Transit
Size
52 x 59 x 221 cm

LA00H
LA01H

LENGTH 2700 MM 

Stair profiles (**)
Silver anodised alu
  
Threshold (**)
Silver anodised alu 
Decorative pattern(°)

Joints (**)
Silver anodised alu
Decorative pattern(°)

Side-locking profiles (**)
Silver anodised alu
 
Bases (**)
For thresholds and joints
For stairprofiles 

(*) Unit of sale:
Length 2200 mm = 1 piece
Minimum quantity per pack 10 pieces.

(**) Unit of sale:
Length 2700 mm = 1 piece
(°) Except Victoria e Gobi

Colour Selections                      

Oak Strips                    TD800  

Cherry Strips                    TD100                        

Walnut Atacama Plancia               TOK60 

Oak Gibson Plancia               TOK50 

Oak Gobi Plancia               TOK20 

Oak Kavir Plancia               TOK10 

Oak Namib Plancia               TOK70 

Oak Victoria Plancia               TOK40 

Chestnut Antartide Maxi         TZKC0

Oak Colorado Maxi         TZKA0

Oak Kalahari Maxi         TZKB0

Oak Patagonia Maxi         TZKE0

Oak Sahara Maxi         TZKF0

Oak Thar Maxi         TZKD0



Chestnut Antartide Oak Colorado

Oak Kalahari Oak Patagonia

Oak Sahara Oak Thar

CiliegioOak Cherry

Oak Gibson Oak Atacama

Oak Gobi Oak Kavir

Oak Namib Oak Victoria

Other accessories

3STRIPS

PLANCIA 8 MM

MAXI
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Show-room furnishing

Since wood is a natural material, differences in colour and grain exist which means 
that all strips will have dissimilarities. Wood is furthermore a product that changes 
according to the visual angle. Stained products can present different colour tones 
due to different absorption of the pigment. 

Furthermore, the floor can look quite different to samples when supplied, since once 
exposed to sunlight, wood, if not stained, generally tends to assume a darker, more 
uniform appearance. Therefore, samples and pictures are to be considered purely 
indicative and not binding.

Display 

Smile

Dimensions: 
738 x 520 x 1845 mm
LS001 + LS00K
(includes 6 panels and 9 
planks)

Display

Expo16 Vintage

Dimensions: 
1242 x 590 x 1815 mm
NH016 + NHK16
(includes 16 Vintage panels)

Display

Expo16 Mix

Dimensions: 
1242 x 590 x 1815 mm
NH016 + NHK17
(includes 16 Vintage 
and Trebbo panels)

Display

Expo Life
(includes 6 Life panels)

Dimensions: 
740 x 430 x 1830 mm
NE00L + NE0KL

Display

Expo Trebbo
(includes 9 Trebbo panels)

Dimensions: 
800x 600 x 1830 mm
NE00T + NE0KT
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Synoptic panels

These panels originate from a creative concept 
typifying a prestigious exposition set where art 
and design are main features of the layout. The 
innovative concept of the display panels is thought 
for a dialogue with architects and designers in 
order to confront different stains and textures 
through small pieces of real wood.

Synoptic panels

Dimensions: 
1000 x 2000 mm
5 versions are available:
Smile HS950
Vintage A HS9V1
Vintage B HS9V2
Trebbo HS9T0
Life HS9L0
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1. Orders

Commissions taken by agents or officials are subject to acceptance by the Sales Direction. The acceptance of the order by 
the Producer may be explicit, but can also be made by delivering the goods to the forwarder in charge of transport to the 
final destination.

2. Delivery terms

Delivery times are purely indicative.

3. Dimensions and hardness, stability and laying

The dimensions of the elements, even if specified, are indicative. At the same time, indications about hardness and stability 
of the wood species as well as laying indications are to be intended as indicative.

4. Claims

The Buyer must control the products regarding damages and/or obvious quality defects at the moment of delivery by the 
forwarder in charge of transport. Any complaints must be notified by registered letter with delivery receipt within eight 
days from receipt of the goods and, in any event, before laying begins.
The use or transfer of the material by the Buyer are considered as a recognition that the material conforms to what was 
agreed, and as a waiver of any contestation. If any faults are noted during laying, the Buyer shall immediately suspend laying 
and, at the same time, notify the Producer, subject to the Buyer forfeiting all his/her rights. 
The Producer’s obligations shall not go beyond the collection and replacement of any material recognised to be faulty.
The Customer shall be responsible for any damage to the material due to poor preservation or negligence. In this case, the 
customer has all the obligations of a depositary. The Producer shall not accept any liability for damage to materials resulting 
from and following the laying of the said material.

5. Prices

If there are increases in the cost of labour and raw materials, including hire, transport, customs duties and exchange rates, 
before the goods are delivered, the seller shall have the right to revise the price, subject to the Buyer’s right to withdraw 
from the contract.
By this withdrawing, the Buyer thereby renounces any claim to reimbursement of damage or anything else by the seller.
All prices are free on board excluding VAT.

6. Payments

Payments are valid only if made directly to the Producer, according to the agreed method.
If the Producer exceptionally authorizes a payment through Bill of exchange or Bank Draft, this way of payment is to be 
intended as subsidiary and therefore the territorial competence of the Court of Law of Bologna is not changed. As per law 
nr. 231/2007, article nr. 49, all payments made by bank of post cheque are to be entitled directly onto the Producer and 
need to bear the writing “not transferable”.
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THIS PRICE LIST CANCELS ALL PREVIOUS CONDITIONS

7. Insolvency and interest

At the first non-payment or delayed payment of an installment agreed in the contract, the Buyer shall automatically lose 
the benefit of the term and the Producer may take alternative action, at its own discretion, either as concerns the entire 
remaining difference, or as concerns contemporaneous and immediate cancellation of the contract when one of the above 
mentioned events occurs. In the event of late payment, interest shall apply as provided for by Legislative Decree Nr. 231 
dated 09/10/2002.

8. Territorial competence

Any disputes arising from this sale shall be referred for judgment exclusively to the Bologna Court of Law. The Producer may, 
however, decide to transfer the court of law to the place of the Buyer in case of controversy.

9. Warranty

The producer guarantees its products within the laws in act.



Gazzotti SpA - Via Lame 282 - 40013 Trebbo di Reno (Bo) - Italia
Tel. 051 6329611 - Fax 051 701518 - info@gazzotti.it
www.gazzotti.it 

il parquet italiano dal 1910


